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Abstract—This paper proposes a Computational Intelligence framework for network security management. The framework uses reinforcement learning and Bayesian methods to achieve cross-layer optimization in heterogeneous, multi-layer wireless and wireline networks. Metrics based on the reputation of a node are used to measure performance. OPNET simulations results indicate that routing algorithms based on the newly proposed framework exhibit nearly four times improved network performance measured in terms of goodput.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobility and dynamic reconfiguration requirements under adverse environmental conditions call for adaptive, cognitive networking concepts. Therefore, the network nodes should employ situation awareness to determine the existence of abnormal events in their surroundings [1]. One particular bottom-up approach enabling situation awareness involves the application of a reputation system in which the network nodes establish trust and form opinions based on one another’s observed performance and behavior. For proper assessment of node cooperation in communication systems, incentive mechanisms (pricing mechanisms as well as rules) and artificial immune systems [2, 3] have been investigated. Other security challenges often incurred are malicious attacks and random failures. Collaborative filtering [4] and reputation systems [5-8] address both these issues as well as incentives. Here, nodes keep track of their peers’ behavior through direct observation, cooperative joint observations with other nodes, and opinion exchanging in order to compute a reputation value of their peers. Reputation values are then used to decide with whom to cooperate and which nodes to avoid, i.e., nodes with a good reputation are selected to forward packets. Toward this end, nodes monitor each other, allowing them to identify and isolate misbehaving (potentially compromised) network elements. Second-hand opinions from non-adjacent neighbors are processed using a transitive relationship. Once reputation is calculated, nodes can be classified and management policies enforced.

We propose a reputation system based on Bayesian reputation computation in which nodes combine their individual, partial first-hand observed data with second-hand information of two-hop neighbors in order to develop more complete situation awareness. Our preliminary experimental studies apply the reputation system to a networking scenario in which nodes detect malicious relay nodes which drop or manipulate packets. A routing algorithm was created to consider the reputation of the next-hop nodes during path selection. The simulations reveal that this fusion of a reputation system with a routing algorithm can find alternative paths by avoiding malicious nodes resulting in nearly 4 times higher goodput.

II. REPUTATION SYSTEM FOR SITUATION-AWARENESS

A. Proposed Reputation System in a Bayesian Approach

The proposed reputation system is based on the Bayesian reputation framework [9] and consists primarily of two parts: nodes forming opinions of other nodes around certain performance characteristics, and nodes establishing trust relationships between each other. The collective opinions toward a given node constitute the node’s reputation. The Bayesian reputation computations take as input the number of positive and negative observations taken over some time period. These values are then used to update the beta probability density function, \( \text{beta}(\alpha, \beta) \). To illustrate, let \( s \) be the ratio of positive observations and \( s' = 1 - s \) be the ratio of negative observations over a given time period. The parameters of the PDF are updated such that \( \alpha = u \cdot \alpha + s \) and \( \beta = u \cdot \beta + s' \), where \( u \) is a weight. The beta distribution can be applied to both forming opinions and forming trust. Trust is initially formed between adjacent nodes with first-hand information about each other. Then, if the trust between a pair of nodes is adequate, the two can reinforce their individual opinions about a third-party node with the opinion of the other. Here, what is effectively happening is a node is using second-hand information to further develop its own opinions. Trust allows nodes to exchange and reinforce each other’s opinions. This exchange of opinions is an exchange of a combination of first hand observations synthesized with pre-processed second-hand information. Still another way for nodes to assist each other in the process opinion development is to collaborate to collect additional raw “first-hand” information. The need for collaboration arises from the limited quantity and quality of first-hand observations that can be made individually. With collaboration, nodes can combine their individual, partial observations.
first-hand observed data in order to develop more complete situation awareness.

B. Reputation Building with Help from 2-hop Neighbors

A two hop neighbor sends a feedback packet to the sender node by a secondary routing path (Fig. 1). The feedback packet includes a hash value of received packets and is encrypted by the sender’s public key. Public keys are distributed in a P2P manner by multipath. An illustrative example in which such collaboration is applicable is when the two nodes immediately upstream and downstream of a relay node collect and compare data concerning the relay node’s behavior with respect to dropping packets or manipulating the packets payload. The upstream node will then be able to determine whether or not the relay node is behaving mischievously; something that it would have been unable to determine independently.

C. Experimental results

In preliminary experimental studies we have applied a reputation system to a networking scenario in which malicious relay nodes drop or manipulate packets. The reputation system employed the Bayesian update rule and cooperation between 2-hop neighbors. A routing algorithm was created to consider the reputation of the next-hop nodes during path selection. The simulations reveal that this fusion...
of a reputation system with a routing algorithm can find paths around malicious nodes (Figure 2).

III. REPUTATION COMBINATION AND PATH REPUTATION ESTIMATION

In a real system, one can usually collect multiple opinions towards a particular node from other nodes. Note that nodes which share their own opinions also have a reputation and sometime may distribute incorrect information due to many reasons, such as the node being compromised by an adversary. Effectively and properly combining these opinions will facilitate the establishing of a comprehensive reputation for the target. A Bayesian reputation computation based feedback combination system is discussed in this section by using a path reputation estimation example.

In an environment where multiple unreliable paths exist between the source and the destination, we can set up a collaboration scheme to estimate the reputation of the packet forwarding path with the help of feedback from the destination to the source transmitted along other paths. The reputation of the packet forwarding path here represents packet dropping and changing probability of a path. Note that feedback information is also delivered using unreliable paths, and packet dropping and situation changes can also take place. Thus delivering feedback information through multiple disjointed paths provides us redundant information and improves the accuracy of estimated reputation of the forwarding path. Furthermore, we can also estimate the reputation of a particular feedback path with redundant feedback information. The system diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

To alleviate overhead, the destination sends out feedback information at a much lower rate compared to data rate of the forwarding path. The feedback packet contains information reflecting the receiving throughput as well as the abstract information about the content with which the source can approximate the throughput and dropping/changing probability of the forwarding path. By assuming that most of the time the dropping/changing probability will not vary dramatically, the forwarding path dropping/changing probability is estimated through a weighted exponential average. The reputation of the forwarding path can be the same value of the dropping/changing probability, but if we are interested in a particular range, other functions, such as semi-Gaussian, can be used to enlarge the interested range and make values falling in that range more distinguishable. Fig. 4 shows the real time reputation estimation of a system with one forwarding path and three feedback paths. Fig. 4 (a) shows the reputation estimation of three feedback paths. The real time estimations are then feed into the reputation estimation of forwarding path shown in Fig. 4 (b). Here we use semi-Gaussian function to compute reputation since we are interested in the range of delivery ratio from 0.5 to 1. It is shown from Fig. 4 that the proposed reputation estimation system can track the dropping probability changes of forwarding paths precisely. Beginning with the proposed reputation estimation, forwarding path selection mechanism can be developed to ensure that maximum throughput from the source to the destination will be achieved dynamically.

IV. CROSS-LAYER DESIGN FOR MONITORING SECURITY CONTEXT IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

To realize desired security levels it will be critical to devise a cross-layered approach. Fig. 5 shows the proposed cross-layer design which considers the exchange of context from physical layer to application layer. A key advantage of a cross-layer design is that it allows protocols to become aware of the current network security state in an intra- and inter-node fashion. Our OPNET simulations [10, 11]
demonstrated the performance gains of team reinforcement learning over current protocols in heterogeneous network environments (The performance gain was nearly 5 times higher throughput with 10 times lower control overhead over conventional OSPF and AODV).

V. A SIMULATION EXAMPLE OF REPUTATION SYSTEM FOR SITUATION-AWARENESS

True benefits of reputation system for situation-awareness may be in more realistic mission-critical wireless networks for a battle communication. Fig 6 shows the flow of events in a simulated reputation system for situation awareness in a battlefield wireless network. It is often hard to distinguish between intrusions and legitimate operations because of the dynamically changing topology and network environment. In such a dynamic situation, a military base may need to monitor the targets in a theatre of operations by deploying wireless relay nodes and sensor nodes. In the OPNET simulations, as shown in Fig 6 (c), we have tested the proposed reputation system for the reliable delivery of video streaming data from 20 wireless sensor nodes to a base through 3 wireless relay nodes (with 2 malfunctioned wireless relay nodes by malicious nodes). The total video traffic demand from sensor nodes to the base was 300Kbit/s. The wireless nodes were equipped with IEEE 802.11b wireless network interface and assumed to be random movement with a maximum speed of 10 m/s. The goal is reliable delivery of data to a group of nodes. However, the deployed nodes might drop the packets because they are misbehaving due to attack from adversaries (from simulation time t=180s). Baseline performance, measured in terms of AODV to facilitate wireless multi-hop routing, showed poor packet delivery ratio because sensor nodes were unaware of the malicious nodes and the malfunction of relay nodes (Relay_node_202 drop 33% routing packets Relay_Node_203 drops 50% routing packets). Fig. 6 (d) illustrates the successful packet delivery based on the proposed cooperative reputation system. By exploiting aggregated reputation information of relay nodes, reliable routing paths for consistent data streaming were formed resulting in nearly 4 times higher goodput during the attacks from malicious nodes (t>180s) : 267.66 KBit/s (7.23% Packet Loss Rate) vs. 82.29 KBit/s (57.90 % Packet Loss Rate).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a Computational Intelligence framework of cognitive security management for situation-awareness in heterogeneous networks. A reputation system has been proposed to improve the performance of routing protocols through the use of network state. We also presented some experimental results using OPNET. The performance results confirmed that by exploiting aggregated reputation information of relay nodes, reliable routing paths for consistent data streaming were formed resulting in nearly 4 times higher goodput during the attacks from malicious nodes.
Fig. 6. The Reputation based Cooperation scheme (a) Overall Reputation System Flow for Situation-awareness (b) Building reliable routing paths by reputation system in a battlefield (c) OPNET simulation topology (d) Goodput with reputation system
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